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Ratio: Coloring Activity

1) Color 3 pumpkins green and the rest orange.           

What is the ratio of green pumpkins to orange pumpkins?

2) Color 5 hats blue and the rest pink.

What is the ratio of pink hats to blue hats?

3) Color 6 balloons brown and the rest yellow.

What is the ratio of yellow balloons to brown balloons?

4) Color 4 paper bags red and the rest green.

What is the ratio of red paper bags to green paper bags?

5) Color 7 dresses violet and the rest blue.

What is the ratio of blue dresses to violet dresses?
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Ratio: Coloring Activity

1) Color 3 pumpkins green and the rest orange.           

What is the ratio of green pumpkins to orange pumpkins?

2) Color 5 hats blue and the rest pink.

What is the ratio of pink hats to blue hats?

3) Color 6 balloons brown and the rest yellow.

What is the ratio of yellow balloons to brown balloons?

4) Color 4 paper bags red and the rest green.

What is the ratio of red paper bags to green paper bags?

5) Color 7 dresses violet and the rest blue.

What is the ratio of blue dresses to violet dresses?

3 : 2

4 : 5

5 : 6

4 : 1

2 : 7
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1) Color 3 sofas yellow and the rest pink.

What is the ratio of pink sofas to yellow sofas?

2) Color 6 bottles brown and the rest violet.

What is the ratio of brown bottles to violet bottles?

3) Color 5 umbrellas blue and the rest orange.

What is the ratio of orange umbrellas to blue umbrellas?

4) Color 2 whistles pink and the rest brown.

What is the ratio of pink whistles to brown whistles?

5) Color 4 apples red and the rest green.

What is the ratio of green apples to red apples?
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1) Color 3 sofas yellow and the rest pink.

What is the ratio of pink sofas to yellow sofas?

2) Color 6 bottles brown and the rest violet.

What is the ratio of brown bottles to violet bottles?

3) Color 5 umbrellas blue and the rest orange.

What is the ratio of orange umbrellas to blue umbrellas?

4) Color 2 whistles pink and the rest brown.

What is the ratio of pink whistles to brown whistles?

5) Color 4 apples red and the rest green.

What is the ratio of green apples to red apples?

5 : 3

6 : 2  or  3 : 1

7 : 5

2 : 8  or  1 : 4

3 : 4
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1) Color 9 handbags blue and the rest violet.

What is the ratio of blue handbags to violet handbags?

2) Color one !ag yellow and the rest red.

What is the ratio of yellow !ag to red !ags?

3) Color 7 balls pink and the rest blue.

What is the ratio of blue balls to pink balls?

4) Color 3 mangoes green and the rest yellow.

What is the ratio of yellow mangoes to green mangoes?

5) Color 5 cups orange and the rest pink.

What is the ratio of orange cups to pink cups?
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1) Color 9 handbags blue and the rest violet.

What is the ratio of blue handbags to violet handbags?

2) Color one !ag yellow and the rest red.

What is the ratio of yellow !ag to red !ags?

3) Color 7 balls pink and the rest blue.

What is the ratio of blue balls to pink balls?

4) Color 3 mangoes green and the rest yellow.

What is the ratio of yellow mangoes to green mangoes?

5) Color 5 cups orange and the rest pink.

What is the ratio of orange cups to pink cups?

9 : 4

1 : 5

4 : 7

3 : 3  or  1 : 1

5 : 2
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